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APSTRACT
Recent harsh criticisms that educational and

psychological tests are unfair and inadequate mvp.sures of the
capabilities of minority, poverty, and other educationally alienated
croups are discussed. The authors suggest that there are two main
issues, the first scientific, the second ethical: (1) Is a test a
valid measure of the characteristics it purports to assess for
particular types of individuals in particular circumstances; and (2)

the whole question of test use, beginning with whether or not a test
should be utilized for a specified purpose? Responsible standards
exist for evaluating the adequacy and appropriateness of a test for a
Particular use, but they are not always applied. The adeouacy of
measurement and the question of bias, the appropriateness of test use
and the question of fairness, the side effects of testing, the
problems of misinterpretation and secondary use of tests, the ethics
involved, and the social consequences of not testing are other
important topics discussed and analyzed in some detail. (CT)
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Educational end psychological tests have Teen harshly criti-

cized on a number of occasions recently on the grounds that they

are unfair and ine(lequate measures of the capabilities of p,rticu-

lar groups of individuals--es:peelally those from minority
and

poverty ba.kgrouncis and others who for a variety of reasons or educa-

tionally alienated. Robert L. Williams and the Association cf Black

Psychologists, for example, have called for moratorium cn the re-

peated abuse and misuse of the so-called conventional psychological

tests" because they "are unfair and improperly classify Bleck child-

ren." Indeed, they demand "an immediate moratorium on all testing of

Black people until more equitable tests are Fvailable" (Williams, .1970

a), Implicit in this indictment is the premise that most educational

and psychological tests are intrinsically biased. against minority/

poverty individuals and that their very use with these groups is

misuse.

Responses to these aarges from the taking konity usuall:!

insist that the blcr.c is mis:plac.ed--that it is aot tests )xsr re

that (17.0 of fault but rat:,..r
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the development of more equitable tests as the elimination of un-

fair and inequ4table testing practices.

A complicating feature of this interchange is that the reaction,

although plausible and by and large correct, is not directly respon-

sive to the charge. The charge questions the adequacy of most tests;

the response admits the inadequacy of much testing practice. There

are really two issues here that not only are separable but must be

separated if we are to recognize that there are multiple sources of

discontent and multiple courses of remedial action, each course

considerably more constructive than a monolithic demand for the

abolition of testing. One issue deals with the whole question of

whether a test is any good--for particular types of individuals

under particular circumstances--as a measure of the characteristics

it purports to assess. The other issue deals with the question of

teat use, beginning with whether or not a test should be utilized for

a specified purpose. The first question is a scientific one; it

may be answered by appraising the test's psychometric properties,

especially its construct validity. The second question is an et%ical

one; it must be answered by evaluating the potential consequences

of the testing in terms of human values (Messick, 1965; Jackson &

Messick, 1967). Both questions must he addressed whenever testing

is considered-

in this papc!r we point out (r) that rcsporsibl

exist for cvluatin:: the .Y:C6Driry c,f (
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a particular use and (b) that for a variety of reasons these standards

are not always applied, leaving considerable room for improvement

if testing is to fulfill its potential as a positive force for

promoting education, training, and opportunity. We shall emphasize

the various possibilities for improvement--or the many potentialities

of testing--rather than the shortcomings of the present state of the

field, because we feel that the indictment of testing by Williams

and others must ultimately be met in terms of improved test develop-

ment, application, and interpretation. Furthermore, these improve-

ments mast take into account more than the single issue of improper

measurement or classification that their charge implies.

Before considering the scientific basis for evaluating whether

a test measures the same thing with the same fidelity in different

racial and other population groups, we will first discuss the impor-

tance, in dealing with these basic issues of bias and validity, of

expanding the typically restricted definition of "test" to a more

general notion of "assessment" broadly conceived. We will then

turn to the problem of evaluating the appropriateness of test use in

terms of the potential social consequences of the testing, under-

scoring the need to take into account the possibility of positive

and negative side effects on both the person being tested and the

person doing the testing. Finally, in view of the seriousness cc

the recent call for a morotori)o on the testing of P.DA,k pcorle, vc

11,)vt to of cri.t.!0t1 sc:,!1.1 Col: cr:711, (0 rot
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Testing As Systematic Inquiry

The statements of Williams and other spokesmen for the Black

community suggest that their concerns about tests are addressed

almost entirely to those instruments associated with "intelligence,"

"IQ," and 'verbal and quantitative aptitude." It is probably the

case that such measures have been the ones most frequently misused,

but this is partly because they have been the most frequently used.

Many members of the educational establishment restrict their concep-

tion of "tests" to a similar narrow range, and this limited per-

spective has led both to the use of intelligence and aptitude tests

in situations where they were unsuitable or unproductive and to the

failure to seek and develop other means of assessing student per-

formance, appreciation, knowledge, understanding, and judgment.

"Playing the Dozens" is a verbal jousting that depends on

an imaginative derogation of the participants' backgrounds (see Williams,

1970a). Frequently a series of episodic references are cited as the verbal

interplay is intensified. It would take very little doing to turn

a Dozens "gene" into a test. It already has some elements of a

standard stimulus (an "enemy" who is to be destroyed through attacks

on his parents), a circumscribed response system (verbal, oral, in

quatrains), and a scoring system (as Brown, 1969, describes it,

"...the winner was determined by the way they responded to what you

said. If you fell all oer c4^h thcv ycu !;2,2W you'd

4
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scored... "). Whether or not it would be a "good" test would de-

pend upon judgments about the importance of the content and

purpose of the measurement and upon its properties in relation to

other measures and performance criteria, balanced against the

possible harm that such measurement might engender.

It is possible that good performance on such a test would be

predictive of good performance on other verbal fluency measures

and perhaps of leadership in the peer group. But it is doubtful

that any educational program would take it upon itself to try to

improve performance in playing the Dozens of those who earned

low scores on the test.

Nevertheless, it is important to make the point that there

are many qualities of student behavior that need to be assessed

in order to identify talent and to ilitiate educational programs

relevant to the needs of individuals. Furthermore, these qualities

can be assessed in a context that is compatible with the stuient's

previous experiences and thus dogs not introduce the irrelevant

difficulty of "strangeness." This strangeness or the perceived

irrelevance of the test to the life experiences of the examinee

represents a kind of face invalidity, if you will, which poses a

constant potential threat to the psychometric validity of tLa

assessment in individual instances. But this strangeness is rela-

tive: ihpt,r,t f:r-n be red.:.ced by inrtruct-lon and yTactir.e unl,

P5nr 3t lc. r; 1:1^iry f-wc,7.:tPul, of pro,
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may even be avoided completely by sensitive test construction and

administration. For example, a second grade teacher can "test" a

child's social competencies by observing him in play with his

peers, his vigor in normal activities like jumping, his understand-

ing of money through "store' exchanges, his attitudes toward members

of other ethnic groups through his choice of ethnically identified

playthings, his listening comprehension ability through his reaction

to television messages, his manipulative skills through toy assembly

projects, his interest in hip school work by his eagerness to get

started in the mornings, aspects of his imagination through his art

work, etc. Furthermore, tasks and observations of these types can

readily be standardized and even "scaled" to the extent that the

teacher can order or sort the children in her class in terms of their

needs for special instruction or experience.

The Adequacy of Measurement and the Question of Bias

The Association of Black Psychologists has charged that conven-

tional tests improperly classify Black children. It is indeed true

that individuals from minority and poverty backgrounds typically

obtain lower scores on conventional tests than members of the Vhite

middle class, who dominate most rorins groups. But it is important

to inquire into the possible sources of this poorer performance,

becauc ?. some of the contributi,7 fwAorr: can 1v.2 counterarAel. let

6
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us consider three of these sources.

1. The Test May Measure Different Thirgs for Different Groups

It is possible for the same test to measure different attributes

or processes in minority/poverty groups than it measures in White

middle-class samples or for the same processes to be captured with a

different degree of fidelity. If this is the case, then scores

should certainly not be interpreted in the same way in both groups,

nor should performaLce levels in one group be compared with those

in the other as if they were on the same dimension. To discount the

possibility that the same instrument measures different things in

different groups, it is necessary to assess the reliability and

validity of the test separately for each group and to demonstrate

the comparability of the obtained values. In this connection, it is

particularly critical that comparability of construct validity for

the different groups be appraised; this can be done by examining the

patterns of correlates of the test with other measures to see if

they are similar across groups. In addition, if the test is to be

used for purposes of selection, classification, or guidance, its

predictive validity should also be separately evaluated vfhere

technically feasible, taking care to check that there is a common

criterion uniformly applied across groups.

2. The Test !,7ay Tnvolve irrelevant Difficulty

The (1.:.tirAs of the ,ApPliliIies of vAnc3.1t/;,-,v,:ft,:: rutrz
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derived from certain tests may be systematically lower than they

should be because of irrelevant difficulties in the testing situa-

tion. This kind of distortion represents a bias in the measure-

ment or estimation of ability levels in the same sense that a sample

statistic which uniformly deviates from a population parameter is a

biased estimate.

Some examples of irrelevant difficulty are a test format requir-

ing a child to read the instructions for a task intended to assess

listening comprehension ability, an answer marking procedure that is

almost as difficult as the problems posed by the test itself, and a

time limit that is severely restrictive when the testing task re-

quires varying amounts of reflection by the respondents.

Other potential sources of irrelevant difficulty include:

(a) Items that are more germane to one group than to another.

One way of uncovering such items is to search for response distributions

that exhibit item-by-group interactions, thereby revealing items that

are relatively more difficult or relatively easier than the majority

of the items for one group as opposed to another. Items differen-

tially favoring males or females have been uncovered over the years

and their distinctive properties elucidated (Coffman, 1961), but

relatively few studies have addressed themselves to the identification

of items that differentially favor one racial or ethnic group over

another in this scm:',: (Cleary end Hilton, Wllenaver passible

it won1,1 c-IdlticA to .7.1.1v1-.1. rrrrtic:
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to search for such items routinely, as well as to examine the possi-

bility of the differential attractiveness of multiple-choice dis-

tracters to different population groups. Such investigations would

increase our understanding of differential item properties and of

individual and group differences in item response and would provide

an additional empirical basis for judging how appropriate a test is

for particular individuals and groups.

In the past, when occasional biased items were uncovered on a

test, their appearance was usually defended on the grounds of their

small contribution to total test variance or on the basis of the

inclusion of a sufficient number of counter-biased items to balance

their influence. These arguments addressed themselves to the prob-

lem of biased items as threats to validity but not to the social

and educational consequences of administering biased items to indi-

viduals they are biased against.

(b) Testing conditions that make some individuals feel anxious,

threatened, or alienated. The adverse consequences of such negative

affects on test performance are potentially quite serious (Katz, 1970),

and vigorous attempts should be made to prevent their occurrence,

through such steps as utilizing familiar and congenial settings and

administrators, reducing the adversarial quality of the testing

situation, emphasizing to the examinee the positive values of the

infomation heinr cal for ccilv.hlon:).1 nrel :lenle)orntn1 ron.pnss,

etc,.
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(c) Differences in test wiseness. Individuals and groups differ

in their degree of test wiseness and in their familarity with various

test-taking strategies, and this inexperience with effective approaches

to test taking may place some at a disadvantage, at least initially.

This is likely to be a more serious problem with young children than

with high school or college students. 'I'm differential effects of

variations in test wiseness may be reduced by the use of clear and

detailed instructions and by exposure to practice items, preferably

with feedback. In addition, test-taking strategies can be taught.

To the eAent that such strategies of test taking are also strategies

of thinking and problem solving, this effort would be generally

beneficial to the student, and it would tend to increase not only the

test scores but also the intrinsic validity of the test (Gulliksen,

1950). To the extent that the test-taking strategies are primarily

adaptive to particular properties of the test design, the time might

be better spent in improving the tests and the techniques of adminis-

tering them.

3. The Test May Accurately Reflect Ability or Achievement Levels

Low scores per to do not necessarily indicate bias in measurement.

Many of the abilities assessed by conventional tests develop out of

educational, social, and family experiences over many years. Low test

scores may represent an unbiascd assessment of abilit; levels that

be (an 1iBillcd oy the lIpPnt of rovc,rty: prej9iir'e,

10



inequality of educational opportunity, and other factors. The

ghetto child, for example, who has attended a succession of inferior

schools {with all that "inferior" implies for the quality of

teachers, instruction, and facilities) and comes from a home where

books and other learning supports have always been in short supply
c.

cannot be expected sudden y to handle with competency the materials

and problems of the "average" curriculum--or standardized test. The

bias under these conditions is not in the estimation of the ability

le7els but in the social forces that inhibited development. Test

scores in these circumstances then become a powerful monitor of the

inequities of the educational and social system, as well as a blue-

print for constructive educational action at the individual level.

The Appropriateness of Test Use and the Question of Fairness

The underestimation of ability and achievement levels does not

necessarily imply unfairness in the use of these scores. Bias in

measurement and unfairness in practice are often concomitants, to

be sure, but they do not have to go hand in hand. Consider a selec-

tion or placement situation where a test is valid for two groups

but one group characteristically obtains lower scores than the

other because of irrelevant difficulty or other sources of bias;

assume also that there is not a corresponding difference in criterion

performance. If the selection or placermt derision is 3de in tcrms

of accerMblr_ )r. refs of prediC,ed Tc:rfcrcl, then sel(lrate

11
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cut-off scores or regression functions would (and should) be

utilized for the two groups, with an appropriately lower cut-off

being employed in the low-scoring group. This is tantamount to

adding points to the scores of the low- scoring group--not as a

general strategy as described by Williams (1970b), but under cer-

tain specific circumstances where the procedure is clearly justi-

fied; i.e., when there is external evidence of measurement bias

and sufficient information to estimate the size of the effects for

a particular purpose. In this example, then, we have assumed a

systematic underestimation of ability levels in one group due to

measurement bias and have illustrated the possibility of utilizing

within-group test validity to produce a selection procedure that is

not unfair to the low-scoring group.

This example dramatizes the possibility that a test might have

a different validity coefficient or a different regression function

for a minority/poverty group than for a middle class group and that

the general use of prediction equations derived from the White ma-

jority might unfairly penalize minority individuals in selection or

placement situations. Since such an eventuality cannot be discounted

on logical grounds, testing practitioners should be constantly alert

to the prospect. However, investigations thus far have not produced

many examples of this kind of unfairness in educational settings.

On the contrary, elthough there may so,:7etiLr., be group differenos

in vb15tIP.y ccrfiricn;,:; r-12.c?47cion -A.cm pmrliction7 of

12
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academic performance are based upon regression equations suitable

for the majority group, then minority individuals are predicted to

do about as well or somewhat better than they n.ctually do (Cleary,

1968; Kendrick & Thomas, 1970; Stanley & Porter, 1967; Temp, 1970).

Importance and Relevance

Central to the issue of fairness in the applications of test-

ing is the question of the appropriateness of the selected test

for the proposed purpose. Judgments of whether or not a specific

test should be used for a particular purpose must take into account

the relevance of the attributes measured to the intended criterion

and the importance of the information obtained for the given ob-

jective (A1A, 1969; APA, 1970). The appropriateness of the objec-

tive itself should also be evaluated, and this places us squarely

in the arena of social values and public responsibility.

Althaagh judgments concerning test use must be relative to

specific purposes (for a test may be fine for one purpose and ter-

rible for another), the decision should also take into account the

possibility of additional consequences Qr side effects attendant

upon the use. In addit:on, the potentiality for misuse must also be

considered, as well as the possibility cr safeguards to protect

against it.

side Effects of Testing

li 3hc,v1A ;ct reroj,ni^ocl E,i7,inici:rltin of te:;t
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have many consequences in addition to the intended assessment. These

may be either positive or negative and may affect both the examinee

and the examiner.

To begin with, the taking of tests can be a rewarding enter-

prise and may even be fun. Our experiences in testing over a thousand

Black preschoolers in the ETS Longitudinal Study of Disadvantaged

Children and Their First School Experiences (Anderson, 1970; ETS, 1969)

have clearly demonstrated that this is possible. At a minimum, a

test should be constructed to provide a pleasant or challenging

experience for a child. At best, it would also have some instructional

value in its own right. The measures developed in the ETS "Let's Look

at First Graders" series (1965), for example, appear to have this

property. For older students, who have more understanding of what

testing is about, a good test ct.n also serve to define the objectives

of a course of study, to highlight important concepts, and to stimu-

lr.te the synthesis of ideas.

On the negative side, there are numerous examples of test tak-

ing as a frustrating experience fcr students: when the relevance

of many of the items is unclear, when content is ambiguous or inac-

curate, when tasks are at an inappropriate difficulty level, when- -

in the case of "school" tests--the test is not closely related to

the student's study assignment, when there are irrelevant diffi-

culties, when the test reinforces negative feelings the student al-

ready Las tmar0. the educatioilal syncL" in n(Ilition, the contcx',.

- 14
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of testing can supply its own negative affect. Not many students

can be expected to enjoy taking a test th-lt may eliminate them from

a competition (in contrast, for example, to one focusing less on

selection and more on diagnosis for training or self-improvement).

The test administrator can also be affected by tests. If he

views tests as an imposition--and many teachers do, especially

when they had little voice in the decision to use them--he may not

only conduct an unprofessional administration but also communicate

his feelings in subtle or unsubtle ways to the examinees, with obvi-

ous consequences for their performance. Or, if he is not tuned in

to the purposes of testing, he may engage in such lamentable prac-

tices as teaching the test items specifically, with little regard

for the more general processes involved.

On the other hand, some testing sessions--particularly those

conducted individually or in small groups as is most appropriate

for younger children--provMe an excellent opportunity for a teacher

to observe a child ihtensively, to study his reactions and cop-

ing behaviors, and to identify types of situations that disturb

him. These observations, made in a fairly standard situation afford-

ing comparability across many students, may provide far more valuable

information than scores. In addition, a good assessment battery can

do much to promote consideration of the complexity of students and

the brond range of skills, attAtod(,s, achieverents, social co!Tten-

cies, rAr., tliat yilravtcrio cn1

the t' t., tL:1 0.11cAlL A
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appropriate for use at the local level but developed nationally

can also provide teachers with some protection against insularity.

It can remind them of the broad goals of education and call at-

tention to performances that other educators value.

It is important to recognize that such effects on the tested

and the testers can occur relatively independently of the inter-

pretation of results. Some of the arguments of the Black Psycholo-

gists can be seen as referring to the test-taking process and the

side effects it may have. It is the responsibility of test develop-

ers, selecters, and users, first, to recognize the possibility of

such effects and, second, to edit, evaluate, and use their tests in

such a way that they foster only the positive ones.

The Limits of Test Use

Most of the possible misuses of tests can be attenuated if

appropriate safe-guards and guiding principles are adopted in advance.

In this regard, two critical problems wa:-rant special comment;

namely, the problem of misinterpretation and the problem of secondary

use of test results.

1. The problem of misinterpretation. A large portion of the

problem of poor interpretation is really a problem of poor thinking.

It is misinterpretation based upon a misconception of the phenomenon

being measIE."ed or an exarrcerated expectation about the infallibility

of tests. 0:L-! form of vjscon,-ey.ic.n thPA is particularly vid-sproaq

16
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is the presumption that test scores reflect fixed levels of capacity.

Another type of frequent misinterpretation derives from the tendency

to take seriously insignificant differences between scores. The

former error can only be overcome by training and enlightenment, but

the latter error of overinterpreting small differences can be sub-

stantially reduced by judicious presentation of results--through the

use of percentile bands, stanine scores, quartiles, or other devices. ,

In general, a number of kinds of misinterpretations can be avoided by

careful presentation of scores, and one important guiding principle

is that the presentation should relate as directly as possible to

the types of decisions to be made on the basis of the results.

For example;

For student self-guidance
into various educational
programs or courses--

For teacher selection of
.instructional activities

for students--

For superintendent evalua-
tion of the effectiveness
of innovative programs in
his system--

Fur curriculum specialists'
revisions--

probability tables, showing
predictions of future suc-
cess and/or satisfaction
associated with his present
test performance

individual student profiles,
with level of performance in
each area linked to appro-
priate curricula and materials

school-by-school distributions
of criterion test results, as
related to such factors as "in-
put" level of students and
program intensity

summaries of results (including
errors), classified by relevant
portions and gon] s of the
curriculon end studernt
ten r. tics (ic..z did Ic

work fov

17
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2. The problem of secondary use. The secondary use of test

results raises a key issue in the ethics of testing. When, if

ever, is it appropriate to use test results collected at one

point in time for one purpose at another point in time for either

the same or a different purpose? Suppose someone wanted to use

third-grade test scores in counseling llth graders about their

chances of success on a college admissions test. Or information

from a biographical inventory collected to determine a school

district's eligibility for Title I funds to place students in

remedial classes. Or 9th grade biology scores to support a recom-

mandation about a student's eligibility for advanced placement in

biology. Or test data from the 1947 freshman class to write a

paper on how freshmen have changed in the last quarter century.

The decision on secondary use must face the same two require-

ments as the decision on primary use--the need to justify the pro-

posed procedure on scientific grounds and in terms of its potential

social consequences. In terms of scientific criteria alone, such

actions as those just described might be justified if it could be

shown empirically that the test results were indeed valid predic-

tors of performance at another point in time or in another arena- -

or, in the case of the last example above, that the design of the

analysis and the measurement properties of the instriunnts allowed

valid conarison.s.
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But the ethical question of "Should these actions be taken?"

cannot be answered by a simple appeal to empirical validity alone.

The various social consequences of these actions mut be contended

with, especially those bearing on issues of invasion of privacy,

confidentiality of records, and client welfare. As might be ex-

pected from the diversity of potential secondary uses illustrated

above, there is no single principle or set of principles that can

appropriately be applied to all situations, types of measurement,

or population groups. Value 3udgments have to be made about each,

taking into account local attitudes and personnel involved as

well as more general scientific and humanistic concerns.

The conflict between advancement of science and the general

social welfare on the one hand and protection of the rights and

privacy of individuals on e other is especially salient when

test results are proposed for some use other than that originally

intended. For example, the decision of a few years ago to remove

all ethnic identification from student and other personnel records

was viewed by most laymen as a guarantee of civil rights but by

many social scientists as an unfortunate and needless constraint,

for it prohibited them in many instances from developing some of

the very information that government and educational agencies

and representatives of minority groups are now clamoring for- -

information that would enable bettmr rlaeemnt of minority group

mc,Tt?rs prorya:Is jobs cr 7411:1 on
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possible discriminatory practices.

The Social Consequences of Not Testing

In spite of imperfections in current tests and testing prac-

tices, it is clear that educational and psychological tests serve

many critical functions--not always optimally, to be sure, but

better than proposed alternatives. As !de face the recent call by

the Association of Black Psychologists for an immediate moratorium

on all te of Black people, we must pause to ponder what might

be lost by the elimination of testing.

To begin with, the needs that testing serves would still exist

and would be addressed by other means. If objective and standardised

tests were not available, people would revert to the uses of the past

--to subjective appraisals such as the interview and inquiries into

ancestry. And one consequence of this seems clear--the likelihood of

bias and discrimination would increase. A recent study (Sparks &

Manese, 1970) has shown, for example, that minority group members are

rated systematically lower on pre-employment interview dimensions

in the absence of interviewer knowledge of test scores, as compared

with the level of interview ratings obtained for comparable groups

when interviewers have such knowledge. Other research (Flaugher

et al,, 1969) iddicates that supervisor's ratings vary as a function

of the nice of the rater and t.L race of The ratee, as does the

volir3ity of fr.:Ai.,.tip; ratinfs r:r cr-ftric of 60) r(!rfor.
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In addition, without tests in educational and job-training

programs, teachers and counselors would be forced to rely only

upon observations of skills and deficiencies during the course of

the program. Although this might in many instances provide

important information upon which to base subsequent treatment, it

would also require a prolonged period of time to collect and would

rarely be done systematically. Practitioners would thus be faced

with the prospect of slow assessment, whereby valuable educational

time must be diverted to preliminary observation before specialized

treatment can be sensibly, applied.

The elimination of tests would also mean the loss of cne of

the best ways for teachers to acquire a useful appreciation of the

broad range of competencies and traits that characterize human

behavior or to develop needed sensitivities to the nuances of cogni-

tive growth. An increased parochialism might spread throughout edu-

cation because of the absence of a national normative perspective end

the limitation of access to concrete examples ()I' what other educators

deem important to assess. And of utmost importance, there would be

an absence of yardsticks for gauging the effectiveness of educational

programs and for evaluating the equity of the educational system.

Thus, the social consequences of not testing are extreme. Tests

may be eliminated only at cost, and a large portion of that cc PA

would le increases in discrimination ani ir,norance.
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